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Ballistic Resistance (BR)
UL 752 Level 8

Wood Interior Flat Panel Doors

SPECIFICATIONS

Core Type:  Proprietary ballistic material and composite wood 

Max. Size:   Single 4’0” x 8’0” 

Thickness:  1-3/4” Standard; Up to 2” Available 

Weight: Door - 265 lbs. 

Rails/Styles:  Solid poplar hardwood 

Adhesive:  PUR hot melt urethane adhesive
 
Hinges/  Continuous hinges. Surface-mounted closer.
Closer: 
 
Locks:   Mortise and cylindrical locks can be fitted. 

Machining:   All hardware requests can be machined but must 
  be made at time of production. 

Electronic  Electronic hardware and access control available. 
Options: 
 
Veneers/ All commercially available veneers; custom colors
Finishes: and wood types/stains are available upon request.
  
Frames:  UL 752 Level 8 frames available.
 
Lites::   Three ballistic glass options: 12” x 12” (144 sq. ft.); 
  6” x 6” (144 sq. ft.); 20” x 30” (600 sq. ft.)
  UL 752 Level 8-rated ballistic glazing only.
  Ballistic frame. Must be factory-installed.

Retrofitting:	 Standard thickness enables cost-effective retrofitting 
  into existing openings. Turn any room into a safe room.
 
WDMA:  R2P doors are built to WDMA I.S.1A 
  and AWI Section 1300 standards. 

Certifications: UL 752 Level 8-tested

Origin:   R2P doors are proudly made in the USA.

Beautiful, Practical and Built to Save Lives.

POC: Kirk Ferguson, Director Special Projects | 843.693.0722 | kirk@R2Pdoors.com | R2Pdoors.com 

R2P doors are sleek, half the weight
of comparable protective doors and

able to withstand 100+ hits from 
high-velocity military rifles.

Government / Defense
Commercial / Residential

Schools / Healthcare
Infrastructure / Industrial
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FEATURES

Meet High  R2P doors are created using the most advanced 
Standards:  military-grade materials and tested using the 
  most extreme standards.

Lightweight/  R2P doors are half the weight of comparable doors 
Ergonomic:  which makes them easy to install/operate and
  more cost-efficient due to reduced wear and tear.

Wood  R2P addresses lifesaving security needs with a 
Style:  protective wooden door that is functionally and 
  ergonomically superior. 

Customizable: R2P doors can be customized to accommodate
  any architectural preferences and protection needs,
  as well as all locking/security systems and 
  advanced electronic access controls. 

Discreet: Turn any room into a safe room, while keeping 
  protection hidden in plain sight.

Secure in R2P doors provide the ability to secure in place and  
Place:  buy critical time needed for appropriate forces to 
  respond, thus saving lives.

Excellent  R2P doors offer unrivaled protection, quality and  
Value:  aesthetics, with no ongoing maintenance cost. 

SAM:  Registered on SAM.gov and SBA.gov.

DUNS:  117601964

CAGE:  CAGE: 8PKJ7

NAICS:  321911, 332321, 236220

Affiliations: Member of OSAC, SAME and WDMA 
 
Mission: R2P stands for “Responsibility to Protect,” which
  serves as the foundation of our mission. 

Beautiful, Practical and Built to Save Lives.

POC: Kirk Ferguson, Director Special Projects | 843.693.0722 | kirk@R2Pdoors.com | R2Pdoors.com 

R2P’s wood doors provide practical UL 
752 Level 8 protection in any doorway 

and are the most innovative bullet- 
resistant doors ever designed. 

R2P doors can protect against the 
most likely threat: inside attackers 

who evade exterior security.
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